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President’s Column

- Ed Pretty

This month we were so very fortunate to have Jimmy Clewes demonstrate
for us and lead two workshops at KMS. Jimmy was our last guest
demonstrator for this season. By all accounts, from those who participated
in the workshops, it was an excellent learning experience as well as an
enjoyable time. Having attended the demonstration myself I can only concur.
As always, I was able to glean some very important new tricks and it was
nice to learn that at least a couple of my techniques were in line with those of
a turner of note. Having hosted Jimmy during his stay, I can say that he was
a wonderful house guest and we enjoyed having him with us.
While obliquely on the subject of KMS, not all of you may be aware of
their generous offer to our guild and I think it’s important that you do. In
February, Island Woodcraft pulled up stakes in Coquitlam leaving us without
a location for our workshops when hosting a visiting demonstrator. Without
missing a beat, Bob Gadd from KMS came to our rescue by providing their
training space for workshops. Gerry Vickers had already brokered a deal
with Bob to allow us to use the space for Turning 101 and Bob had no
difficulty offering the same for our workshops. Here is the kicker: this space
has been provided for us by KMS for FREE! That’s right – zero dollars. Not
only does that allow us to avoid a logistical nightmare but in both cases
it saves the guild a lot of money. This translates, to all members, into the
lack of drastically increased yearly dues and increased cost of workshops
in the near future. Perhaps it may even go beyond that. There is a distinct
possibility that we would have to temporarily put visiting demonstrators
on hold until another solution presented itself. Our access to high profile
demonstrators is what sets this guild apart and KMS has helped to secure
our mandate to the members for the foreseeable future. Besides their
training area, KMS also provides a means for us to have many of the prizes
that we have at monthly meetings, sometimes contributing prizes for free.

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, May 22nd, 2013 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:
New Members Forum:
How to get the most out of being a
member of the GVWG.
Tech Talk Table:
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Focus on Form and Finish:
Larry Steveson will moderate a critique of
your pieces.
Focus on Fundementals:
Marco Berera will talk about scrapers and
bedans
May Food Suppliers:
Brian Moore, Lorne Nelson, John Nelson,
Bill Olsen, Gregg Parsons, Beverley Pears
June Food Suppliers:
Ross Pilgrim, Rob Pollitt, Ed Pretty, Art Rock,
Anne Rostvig, George Russell
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All that being said, I think it’s important that members try to support KMS
through sales as much as is reasonable so please, whenever possible, “buy
KMS”. Whenever I have gone into the training room, the equipment is in
good order (or in the process of repair) and is clean and neat. Remember
that it’s good will to leave the space as clean as we found it (or even cleaner)
and that the equipment is put away in good condition. Bob is aware that
things happen, so by all means if a part or tool breaks please make Gerry,
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This month’s President’s Challenge is “Grade A: a dozen eggs in an egg
carton”. It occurred to me that someone might think you have to make the
egg carton. You don’t. By the way, if you planned on chicken eggs and they
look like Hummingbird eggs, remember I didn’t specify the species. J Next
month’s President’s Challenge is “Cover up: a lidded box or vessel, large or
small”.
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Look Who is Coming to Demonstrate
Peter McLaren

Mike Jackofsky (www.mikejackofsky.com) will
be here for an all day demonstration on Saturday,
November 3, 2013. Mike is well known to wood art
collectors for his amazing hollow form creations.
For his all day demo, he starts with the open bowl
and shows how each tool cuts as though working on
a removing material in a hollow form. In this manner
one can see how the different sections are removed,
and how each cutter or gouge removes material
depending on how it is presented to the wood. As
he is doing this Mike teaches about stance, balance,
and how he holds the tools (“different than anyone
else”) and people can see the tools cutting. This
is not as boring as watching someone removing
shavings through a small dark hole.
Mike will then do a hollow form, and he can relate
to the audience what’s going on inside, because
they already saw him use the tools on the open
bowl. If time permits, Mike will also do a small end
grain hollow form using a set of 3/8” tools that he
has recently developed.
So your homework assignment is to get onto the
web and take time to check out Mike’s work and
research as much as you can about his style and
expertise.

Here are some things I have extracted:
From David J. Marks’ website
Guest Instructor Mike Jackofsky Class Revison
“David (Marks) and Mike Jackofsky have decided
to expand his two-day Turning Demo into a threeday hands-on class. They think three days of hands
on will be a much better learning experience for the
students. Mike will guide students through a variety
of turning techniques.”
From the North West Washington Woodturners
newsletter
Mike Jackofsky October Demonstrator Special 3
Day Hands-On Class
“Mike Jackofsky is charming and funny and above
all, a great teacher. We each felt like we had our
own private tutor. He gave enormously of his time
and patience. We made hollow form bowls. Did we
have accidents? Oh yes! Each of us had a problem,
the bowls flew or had holes where holes shouldn’t
be; but we were able to examine the interiors and
see those smooth walls ... walls of even thickness,
which is an achievement in itself!. I think Gary was
the only one who had no destruction. He made a
huge beautiful vase.
Mike is a martial artist. This body control gave him
the insight on how to use his body advantageously
to turn wood on the lathe. Legs in a side stride
position, we lean with the body leading in the
direction of the turning. It’s the body that does
the work, one arm maintaining the tool firmly in
position, the other wrist/hand gently guiding - or if
you’re Mike, not needed at all. No rounded upper
backs, the shoulders (scapulae) are depressed. It
felt good and we did well ... We made hollow forms!
We learned to manually hollow the interiors of our
forms using tools with carbide tips. It was easy, fast,
efficient and best of all successful. Thank you Mike,
you taught us a lot! Give us some time to practice
and watch the 2011 Newsletters for our successful
pieces on Show and Tell.”
From Woodturners Resource Forum
“I attended our club sponsored turning demo by
Mike Jackofsky today. He demo’ed his line of Hollow
Pro tools which I bought some of will probably
get more of. He’s a funny and talented turner that
makes it look easy. I’ve made a few hollow forms
but this guy can see through the wood. I picked up
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a lot and hope I put those traits to good use. In all, it
was a great day!”

sessions held at Craft Supplies in Provo Utah, so
that is your other option.

Another link worth going to is:

If there is insufficient interest in the 2 day session,
Mike will present a one day class. Again, I would
like to see an expression of interest from those who
want to participate in a 1 day hands-on session.
If there is lots of interest, it would be great if both
options were available, but the only way to know is if
you tell me you are interested in one or the other!

www.bayareawoodturners.org/newsletters/
Newsletter_03_13.pdf
Having done your homework, you can now decide
how much you want to learn to turn great hollow
forms from this Master. Mike would like to offer a
multi-day session as that is how one can really
acquire and hone the required skills. If YOU have
an interest in a 2 day class, please let me know AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE. If this is going to happen
I need to work things out between the instructor
and the Executive to see if we can work a bit of
a reduced rate for the extended class. I cannot
arrange something like this after everyone has
seen Mike demo. Mike’s regular classes are 5 day

The hands on classes run from 9:00AM to about
4:30PM and are held at KMS tools in Coquitlam,
near IKEA. The standard cost is $160 per day.
It has become evident to me that several of our
members cannot attend Sunday classes, due to
work or church commitments. Is there a preference
for Thursday / Friday classes? Please email me to
let me know at mclaren47@shaw.ca.

Jimmy Clewes Bulk Buy
Ed Pretty

During Jimmy Clewes’ demonstration several members showed interest in buying sets of Jimmy’s camlock ferrules. Jimmy offered to provide a 20% discount to guild members who participate in a bulk buy of
these ferrules and perhaps a couple of other products that he sells through his website:
http://www.jimmyclewes.com/clewes/GeneralWebsite/Home.aspx?Feature=1.
I have not heard from Jimmy yet regarding exact prices since he’s on yet another whirlwind tour. For now,
if you are interested, please let me know your interest and what you may be interested in buying. Contact
me at efpretty@shaw.ca. Depending on numbers, I will organize shipment and so on after that.

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

The Last session for the 2012-2013 session will
be held on Saturday, June 8th @ KMS tools from
9-4. This will be a fun day of turning for the folks that
have been attending monthly sessions.
Bring in any projects that you’re having problems
with and we will help you through it. I have two
experienced turners and may have one more,
so bring in any problems and lets have some fun
turning .
Cost is only $25 for a full day’s instruction.

2013 - 2014 season
KMS Tools has been booked for the second
Saturday of each month from September to June for
Turning 101, except November, which will be on the
third Saturday.
Subjects to be covered will be on the website in
June.
This fall I would expect everyone wanting to take
a Turning 101 session to have the basic knowledge
of a lathe & tools, and show how to operate both
safely. I would ask any one wanting to do a session,
to show us at the meeting before. This is so
everyone will start with the same basic knowledge
and mentors can help EVERYONE that needs it .Not
just one person.
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Turning 101 April 2013
Cathy Friesen

On April 13th participants were treated to a bowl
turning demonstration by Claudia Hayward.
We began by turning a green piece of maple into
a bowl blank to be dried at home for future use.
Design and form were discussed as we worked
on shaping our blank. Claudia emphasized the
importance of practice and noted that when, in 6
months, we do the final turning on this piece we
should see some improvement in our technique.

After lunch we
were each given a
dry bowl blank to
complete the turning
exercise. The
difference between
turning green wood
and dry wood was
very evident when
they are turned
in such close
succession.
Gerry and Kees made sure that all the equipment
and supplies were available and in good working
order as well as offering their expertise and support
to all the turners.
Thank you again to Claudia, Kees and Gerry for
sharing your time and experience with us. Thank
you too to KMS Tools for supplying the venue and
equipment for our class.
Join us on June 8th from 9:00 am – 4:00 pm at
KMS Tools in Coquitlam for the fun of turning as we
conclude our 2012/2013 season of Turning 101.
Cost is only $25 for a full day’s instruction.

Claudia spent a significant amount of time offering
individual instruction to all participants.

Turning 101

Cathy Friesen - Bowl - Maple
Beeswax Salad Bowl Finish

Bob Askew - Bowle - 7x3 in - Maple - Oil Varnish
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Turning 101

Sashi - Bowl - 6x2 in - Olive Oil

Bob Askew - Lidded Box - 4.5x3.5
Maple - Oil Varnish

Cathy Friesen - Bowl Blank
Maple - Wood Sealer

Cathy Friesen - Lidded Box
Maple - Tung Oil

Instant Gallery

Jim Johnson - Seasons - 5 to 8 in - Maple Burl - WOP
Art Liestman - Ceremonial Pot
of the Manchigi Band - 6.25x4.75x3
Big Leaf Maple Burl and Walnut - WOP
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Instant Gallery

Merv - Bowl - 150x50 mm - Cherry - Tung Oil
Jim Johnson - Alien #4 - 6x1.75 in
Maple - WOP

Ron Kredba - Bowl - 5.5x2 - Black Locust - WOP

Marco Berera - Fish Ladder
12x15x15 in - Maple

John Spitters - Hollowform
5.25x3.75 in - Maple - WOP

Keith Hudson - Platter - 18x.75 in
Myrtle Wood - Saman Varnish
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Instant Gallery

Kent Lindsey - Bowl - 12x6 in
Maple - Mineral Oil
Marco Berera - Binh Pho Class - 12x8 - Airbrush

Ken Kinberley
Soprano Cornet Mute - 4.5x6 in
Maple and Cork - Tung Oil

Maarten Meerman - Spirals Stairs
.5x1 in - Maple, Cherry and
Dogwood

Merv - Beauty IN the Beast - 190x90 mm
Eastern Cherry - Tung Oil

Ed Pretty
Cool Dude in a Loose Mood
6x8 in - Maple Ash-Acrylic Paint,
Dye and Lacquer

Ron Hadar - Pens - Resin and Stamps - CA Glue
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Instant Gallery

Ron Kredba - Bowl - 3x2.5 in
Black Locust - WOP

Ron Kredba - Bowl - 4.5x1.5
Black Locust - WOP

Merv - Pot - 150x80 mm - Chestnut - Tung Oil

Peter McLaren - Deep Bowl
7x4.5 in - Dogwood - Chaphams

Merv - Dish - 175x25 mm - Oak - Tung Oil

Phil Vetra - Thin Bowl - 6.75x2.5 - Maple
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President’s Challenge - “Neat Feet”

Dennis Houle - Bowl - 12x3 in - Myrtle Wood - WOP
Bill Olsen - Bowl with Feet - 7x5.5 in - Cherry - WOP

John Spitters - Footed Bowl - 14x9.75x3.25
Spalted Box Elder - WOP

John Spitters - Vase - 6x11 in
Quilted and Tiger Maple - WOP

Bill Olsen - Bowl - 12x7 in Cherry - WOP

Bill Thomas - Bowle - 7.5x2.25 in
Figured Maple - Poly Oil and Wax
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President’s Challenge - “Neat Feet”

Ron Kredba - Six Broken Legs
4x4 in - Black Locust - WOP

Marco Berera - Dog Cow Climber
Pine Cherry Mahagony

Phil Vetra - Turned Green Thin Bowl - 8.5x2 in - Maple
Peter Mclaren - Darwin - 6x3.5 - Holly

Maarten Meerman - Neat Feet x3
.5-4 in - Maple - Turner’s Polish
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Classifieds

Moving sale - wood lathes and turning supplies
for sale.
• Craftex 1/2 HP wood lathe (from Busy Bee
tools): approx 8 yrs old. Good condition. $250
obo
• Taig mini lathe (from Lee Valley): two years
old. Excellent condition, used once! $225 obo
• Assorted gouges/skews: Need proper
sharpening! $40 for the bunch
• Sabre sharpening jig $30 obo
• Supernova wood turning chuck. $75 obo
• shopVac modular sawdust collection system
(in original packaging): $50 obo
Above sold individually or $600 for all items
(including blanks, adhesives and other odds and
ends). All you need to get started turning!
General grinder (from KMS tools), includes two
grinding wheels and one diamond wheel: $75
Contact Jackie at 778-245-1970 or
turning-tools@montgomerybc.ca for information.
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